
THE WORLD’S FIRST DISCOVERY YACHT

YOU’RE PERSONALLY 
INVITED TO EXPLORE 
THE 2018/2019 INAUGURAL 
SEASON OF SCENIC ECLIPSE

Call to speak to one of our experts: 
0800 484 0310
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WELCOME

Geiranger Fjord, Norway 
N 62° 6’ E 7° 5’

We’ve always sought out that which 
is beyond the horizon. It’s in our very 
nature to seek out new experiences, 
landscapes and cultures and to venture 
across the mighty oceans of the world. 
It has to be one of the great thrills of 
being alive, to take the Scenic route. 
Introducing Scenic Eclipse, the World’s 
First Discovery Yacht. 

– From the Arctic to Antarctica and 
everywhere in between, ocean cruising 
has never felt like this. Thanks to 6-star 
luxury and world-class innovation, 
every aspect of your cruise has been 
designed to provide you with the ultimate 
experience of a lifetime. 

Discover a whole new world.

2018/19 
Scenic Eclipse  
The World’s First  
Discovery Yacht

2018/19 
Polar Voyages 
Antarctica, 
Arctic & Fjords 

2018/19 
Discovery 
Voyages 
Europe &  
The Americas
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All the compass points
From the top of the world to the pristine 
raw beauty of Antarctica and everything in 
between, Scenic Eclipse’s inaugural season 
is sure to include a destination you’ve always 
longed to visit. 

Explore the Mediterranean or sultry Cuba, 
wonder at the majesty of the Arctic and 
be awestruck by Antarctica, the last great 
untouched wilderness on earth.

2018/2019
VOYAGE CALENDAR

Date Days   Cruise Cruise from > to Voyage

Maiden Voyages in the Mediterranean

31 Aug 18 15 Mediterranean Discovery Athens > Venice 101M

14 Sep 18 09 Eastern Mediterranean Treasures Venice > Barcelona 201M

22 Sep 18 14 Inaugural Transatlantic Crossing Barcelona > Miami 101R

The Americas

18 Oct 18• 14 Cuba in Depth Miami > Miami D11C

31 Oct 18• 10 Taste of Cuba & the Caribbean Miami > Cartagena D21C

31 Oct 18• 17 Ultimate Caribbean & Central American Treasures Miami > Guayaquil D22C

09 Nov 18• 08 Panama & Colombia Discovery Cartagena > Guayaquil D31C

16 Nov 18• 08 South America Coastline Guayaquil > Valparaiso D21R

23 Nov 18• 14 Chilean Fjords & the Falkland Islands Valparaiso > Ushuaia D41S

Antarctica, South Georgia & the Falklands

06 Dec 18• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

23 Nov 18• 25 Ultimate Chilean Fjords & Antarctica Valparaiso > Ushuaia D12S

17 Dec 18• 21 Antarctica, South Georgia & Falkland Islands Ushuaia > Ushuaia D21S

06 Jan 19• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

17 Jan 19• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

28 Jan 19• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

08 Feb 19• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

19 Feb 19• 12 Ultimate Antarctica Ushuaia > Ushuaia D11S

02 Mar 19• 21 Antarctica, South Georgia & Falkland Islands Ushuaia > Buenos Aires D31S

The Americas

22 Mar 19• 05 The Coast of Argentina & Brazil Buenos Aires > Rio de Janeiro D31R

22 Mar 19• 15 South America to the Canary Islands Buenos Aires > Santa Cruz de Tenerife D30R

Europe & the Mediterranean

05 Apr 19 09 Discover Spain, Portugal & Morocco Santa Cruz de Tenerife > Barcelona 301M

13 Apr 19 15 Great Civilisations Mediterranean Discovery Barcelona > Athens 401M

27 Apr 19 09 Mediterranean Treasures Athens > Venice 501M

12 May 19 07 Iberian Wonders Barcelona > Porto 111E

12 May 19 14 Jewels of Iberia & Ireland Barcelona > Dublin 101E

18 May 19 07 Tastes of Seafaring Nations Porto > Reykjavik 121E

25 May 19 11 Discover the British Isles Dublin > Bergen 101B

The Arctic & Fjords

04 Jun 19 13 Norwegian Fjords Bergen > Longyearbyen 101F

16 Jun 19• 11 Ultimate Arctic Longyearbyen > Longyearbyen D11N

04 Jun 19 23 Ultimate Arctic & Fjords Bergen > Longyearbyen 102N

26 Jun 19• 11 Ultimate Arctic Longyearbyen > Longyearbyen D11N

06 Jul 19• 11 Ultimate Arctic Longyearbyen > Longyearbyen D11N

16 Jul 19• 13 Norwegian Fjords Longyearbyen > Bergen D11F

06 Jul 19• 23 Ultimate Arctic & Fjords Longyearbyen > Bergen D12N

28 Jul 19 10 The Footsteps of the Vikings Bergen > Reykjavik 201F

28 Jul 19 19 Ultimate Vikings & Iceland Discovery Bergen > Reykjavik 102F

06 Aug 19 10 Iceland Discovery Reykjavik > Reykjavik 101I

06 Aug 19 22 Ultimate Vikings & Atlantic Canada Reykjavik > Québec City 102I

15 Aug 19 13 Iceland & Atlantic Canada Reykjavik > Québec City 201I

Please note this is the voyage calendar depicting cruise departure dates.  
•Departure dates from the UK will vary. See individual itineraries for details.
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We believe true luxury is all-inclusive and 
found in the thoughtful details.

Flights from the UK, transfers, tips, your 
exclusive shore excursions including Zodiacs, 
kayaks and e-bikes, and even your mini-bar, are 
all included when you travel with Scenic. We 
won’t even ask for your credit card at check in. 
We’ve thought of everything, including bottled 
water onshore. The only thing we don’t cover 
is your postcards home. But then you’ll be too 
busy having the time of your life to write them.

…luxury, without exception
Truly All-Inclusive

  Shore Excursions  Discovery Team  Discovery Yacht   Luxury Suites   Dining   Beverages   The Nth Degree   Tailored to You

All-inclusive and led by 
local expert guides in each 
destination, Scenic offers 
a range of multi-sensory 
Scenic Enrich experiences 
that will be a highlight of  
your cruise.

Choose from a range  
of Scenic Freechoice 
activities, tailored to  
fit your pace and interests.

From history to culture,  
food and the great outdoors, 
there’s something  
for everyone.

No matter where we are in 
the world, our Discovery 
Team will have a host of 
unique experiences for you 
to choose from. Specialists 
in their fields, they’ll 
arrange all shore excursions 
that allow you to see even 
more. 

We’ll have a fleet of Zodiacs 
on board, the finest and 
safest of their kind, as well  
as kayaks, e-bikes, snorkel 
gear and snow shoes for  
even more exploration.

Scenic Eclipse takes ocean 
cruising to a whole new 
level. Custom-built with 
a steadfast commitment 
to world-class safety, 
excellence in design and 
luxury appointments, 
coupled with an almost 1:1 
staff-to-guest ratio, along 
with a host of indulgent 
amenities and spacious 
suites, this extraordinary 
yacht provides the ultimate 
ocean cruising experience.

With every one of our 
spacious and beautifully 
designed suites boasting 
a private verandah and 
lounge area, we set the 
standard of ocean cruising 
suites. 

Akin to the finest hotels in 
the world, Scenic Eclipse is 
one of the greatest luxury 
experiences you’ll ever 
have. 

All this, and an academy-
trained butler service, is 
included in the price. 

Our menus feature the 
finest fare, including 
regional specialities 
sourced from local 
suppliers. 

With 10 dining experiences 
on board ranging from fine- 
dining to relaxed café-style 
and in-suite dining, guests 
can savour diverse cuisine 
in a beautiful atmosphere. 
There are also al fresco and 
private dining options, all 
included in the price you 
pay.

You can enjoy your favourite 
refreshment whenever 
the mood takes you, with 
unlimited complimentary 
beverages throughout your 
time on board* including 
your mini bar, restocked 
daily. 

Whether you’re toasting 
a day of wondrous 
experiences, relaxing on 
board or savouring the very 
best in cuisine, we’ll ensure 
the finest wines, cocktails 
and other assorted 
beverages are there to help 
you celebrate the moment.

We’ll greet you personally 
and arrange transfers to 
and from the yacht. 

All staff including Scenic 
Cruise Directors are the 
best in the business. At your 
service throughout your 
cruise, they make sure no 
request is too small and no 
effort is too much. 

Absolutely everything is 
taken care of. There is no 
additional tipping required, 
on board and onshore – it’s 
all included.

Enjoy complete peace-of-
mind because all your travel 
is taken care of. 

Return flights from the UK‡, 
with some of the world’s 
most reputable airlines, as 
well as internal transfers 
to and from your hotel and 
Scenic Eclipse, means you 
don’t have to worry about 
a thing. 

It’s these luxuries that make 
all the difference, which 
is why we take our time 
perfecting them. 

*All drinks on board are included except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits. ‡Supplements may apply for regional 
departures. NB: Some images are artist’s impressions.

http://departures.nb/
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Intimate and luxurious, with every amenity you 
could wish for, Scenic Eclipse has been designed 
with you in mind. Delighting both the keen explorer 
and elegant traveller, the World’s First Discovery 
Yacht is certain to surpass all your ocean cruising 
expectations. 

With an almost 1:1 staff-to-guest ratio, your time 
on board will be one of unparalleled indulgence. 
From the ultimate Spa Sanctuary to the expansive 
array of dining experiences, spacious lounges and 
bars, outdoor terraces, and multiple pool areas, 
the luxurious wonders on board never cease.

Spacious surrounds
From the moment you step on board, you’ll be 
spoilt for choice. With an abundance of public 
spaces and no more than 228 guests, only 200 in 
the Arctic and Antarctica, there is plenty of room 
for you to roam. Enjoy a cocktail in the elegant 
Lobby Lounge, spot an iceberg or ten from the 
Observatory, or relax and watch the world cruise by 
from your private verandah.

That’s entertainment
On board entertainment is sure to be one of the 
many highlights of your cruise. Our state-of-
the-art Theatre, with luxurious custom designed 
seating, will host a range of performances, 
presentations, concerts, movies and more. 
Whilst the Lobby Lounge will feature nightly live 
entertainment. 

A Yacht Club
B Spa Sanctuary
C Massage, Spa Sanctuary^ NB: Some images are artist’s impressions ^Additional expense

A

Discovery Yacht
Luxury Meets Discovery

Heavenly Havens
One of the most tranquil spaces on board will be 
the exclusive Spa Sanctuary boasting 550 square 
metres of pure indulgence. With world-class 
products and services, an afternoon’s pampering 
after a morning’s adventure will feel like absolute 
heaven. 

For a restorative experience, the Central Spa 
area includes a Vitality Lounge, hair salon and 
treatment rooms. Take a dip in the Scandinavian-
inspired plunge pools or step inside to the 
saunas, steam rooms and relaxation areas. 

B

C
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Every suite is incredibly spacious and thoughtfully 
designed to create your own private haven. 
Featuring a separate sleep zone and lounge area, 
floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors open to the all-
important ‘window to the world’, your own private 
verandah.

From the generous 32 square metre Verandah 
Suites to the 247 square metre Two-bedroom 
Penthouse Suite, Scenic is redefining the standard 
of ocean cruising suites. Elegant furnishings, a 
butler service to every suite, 24-hour in-suite 
dining and more will enhance your experience.

Redefining luxury
Our Panorama and Owner’s Penthouse Suites 
offer opulence, grandeur and style in abundance. 
Located at the front of the yacht, overlooking the 
bow on the upper decks, with spacious curved 
terraces, these magnificent suites will surpass 
your expectations. 

The curved terrace is the perfect place to relax on 
a sun lounger, as you spot wildlife in their natural 
habitats, as well as incredible landscapes. 

Or, you can choose to put your feet up in your 
spacious lounge with a Kindle e-book taken from 
your in-suite library, aperitif in hand. 

A Verandah Suite sleep zone NB: Some images are artist’s impressions ^Additional expense

A

Discovery Yacht
Suites

A place to watch the world cruise by
Your luxury haven will be appointed with the 
finest toiletries, linen and all the amenities you 
would expect from a 5-star hotel including the 
plushest of king beds with pillow menu and a 
separate lounge area to relax after your day’s 
activities. 

And then there is your private verandah. A 
sanctuary to watch the world cruise by, observe 
marine life, marvel at fascinating landscapes, 
enjoy sunset drinks or spend time with friends, it 
will become a favourite place during your cruise. 

 Your choice of suites 
Verandah Suite 
Reaching 32-40m². Features a king size slumber bed, 
separate sleep zone and lounge area. 
Deluxe Verandah Suite 
Reaching 34m². Features a king size slumber bed, 
separate sleep zone and lounge area. 
Grand Deluxe Verandah Suite 
Reaching 40m². Features a king size bed, lounge area, 
sleep zone and luxurious bathroom amenities. 
Spa Suite  
Ranging from 50-52m². Features a double Jacuzzi, 
separate lounge and complimentary spa treatment.
Panorama Suite 
Ranging from 110-115m². Features an outdoor terrace 
with sun loungers, dining area and cinema-style HDTV. 
Grand Panorama Suite 
Reaching 115m2. Features an outdoor terrace with sun 
loungers and a bedroom suite with reading alcove.
Owner’s Penthouse Suite 
Reaching a huge 195m². Features an outdoor terrace 
with Jacuzzi, personalised mini bar and spa day bed. 
2 Bedroom Penthouse Suite 
Reaching 247m². Features outdoor terrace with Jacuzzi, 
a therapeutic spa bath and spa day bed.

  Butler
Every guest will enjoy the services 
of a butler to help make your stay 
a little more special. Whichever 
suite you choose, your butler will 
make sure you’ll never be without 
complimentary refreshments for 
whenever the fancy takes you. They’ll 
know what you want before you do. 
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Dining on board Scenic Eclipse promises to be a 
sensory delight. With an exceptional choice of  
10 dining experiences, ranging from casual to fine 
dining inspired by all four corners of the globe, a 
multicultural culinary adventure awaits.

From Lumière contemporary French fine dining to 
your favourite fillet steak cooked to perfection in 
our elegant Elements main restaurant, or a casual 
meal in the Azure Bar & Café, there will always be 
something to tempt, delight and satisfy.

A

All-Inclusive
Culinary Delights

B

A Elements

B Chef’s Table

NB: Some images are artist’s 
impressions

^All drinks on board are included 
except for a very small number 
of rare, fine and vintage wines, 
champagnes and spirits.

 Your choice of 10 dining experiences
Elements 
The main restaurant featuring Italian, steak and seafood

Chef’s Table 
An exclusive invitation to degustation dining

Koko’s 
Asian Fusion restaurant and Sake bar

Sushi @ Koko’s 
A wonderfully authentic Japanese experience 

Teppanyaki @ Koko’s 
Private dining with an open Teppanyaki grill

Lumière  
Contemporary French fine dining and Champagne bar

Azure Bar & Café 
Relaxed all-day grazing 

Epicure 
Learn from the best in our dedicated cooking emporium 

Yacht Club  
Poolside grill, buffet and bar

In-Suite Dining 
A 24-hour comprehensive menu, brought to your door 

 All-inclusive beverages 
  Unlimited complimentary beverages^

 Full mini bar restocked daily
  Bottled water for all onshore 
excursions

 In-room still and sparkling water
  An extensive range of specialty teas 
and Illy coffees

Indulge in a beverage served to your 
suite, or with your meal. From top-shelf 
tipples, fine wine and cocktails, to 
freshly-squeezed juices, mocktails and 
specialty teas and coffee, the choice is 
yours, all day every day. 
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All-Inclusive Shore Excursions
Scenic Enrich

All-Inclusive Shore Excursions
Scenic Freechoice

A

C

Exclusive encounters
From a private performance in the elegant Salle 
Garnier at Opéra de Monte-Carlo to energetic 
and colourful Cuban dancers, you will step into 
a truly memorable experience. We’ll take you to 
private concerts in Baroque churches inside World 
Heritage-listed cities, invite you to high tea with a 
Lord and Lady at their private estate, and arrange 
authentic cultural music and dance events on 
the beaches of Colombia and Greece. During your 
cruise, these spectacular encounters will unveil 
the heartbeat of each destination you visit. And 
the best part, they’re included in the price.

A  Scenic Enrich –  
Salle Garnier at Opéra de 
Monte-Carlo, Monaco

B  Scenic Enrich – 
Royal Andalusian School of 
Equestrian Art, Spain

C  Scenic Freechoice – E-bike 
excursion

D  Scenic Freechoice – 
Hemingway’s Footsteps, Cuba

Spacious surrounds
Explore Seville by e-bike. Take a tour of a whiskey distillery on the Isle 
of Islay. Unearth the treasures of the largest Bronze Age archaeological 
site on Crete, the Palace of Knossos. Relax in the volcanic hot pools of 
Iceland or snorkel the coral waters of the Caribbean at Belize’s Giant 
Blue Hole. 

Each destination offers such a wealth of attractions that you’re bound  
to find something that excites one of your passions, even if you don’t 
know it yet. And best of all they are all included whichever cruise you 
decide on.

  Scenic Freechoice
Scenic Freechoice gives you the flexibility 
to pick the expert-led shore excursion 
experiences that suit your taste. Whether you 
want a relaxed pace or you want to fit in as 
much as possible, there is a diverse range of 
all-inclusive activities for you to choose from.

DB

 Scenic Enrich

All-inclusive, exclusive and unique, our 
Scenic Enrich experiences take you behind 
the scenes of moments inaccessible to the 
ordinary traveller. These diverse encounters 
are sure to be the highlights of your cruise.

http://experience.we/
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The Scenic Experience
Elements of Discovery

All-Inclusive Discovery
Discovery Team

C

A world to discover, your way
You are more than a spectator to the wonders of 
this extraordinary world. Our fleet of exploratory 
Zodiacs, kayaks and snow shoes will get you out 
and about and open up a whole new horizon. 

All our guests are unique so we’ve divided our 
comprehensive program of all-inclusive shore 
excursions to suit all activity levels.

A climate controlled change room means you can 
change from your outerwear with ease, no matter 
what the weather, giving you more time to spend 
exploring.

A  Zodiac excursion, South 
Georgia

B  Norwegian Fjords
C  Submarine Adventures, 

Caribbean
D  Kayak excursion, Arctic

NB: Some images are artist’s 
impressions. ^Two helicopters 
only in Antarctica; one helicopter 
in other destinations. Subject 
to regulatory approval and at 
additional expense.

Discovery team
Our Discovery Leaders are on board for every cruise. Experts in their 
fields, they will share their insights into the environment, history 
and culture of each region so you are ready to explore the many new 
horizons that await onshore. 

In the Arctic and Antarctica our dedicated Discovery Team will use 
their expertise to bring you closer to the action, leading excursions 
onshore and presenting a broad range of fascinating subjects and 
interests in the state-of-the-art Theatre.

  Unlimited discovery
Whether it’s observing a pod of whales in 
the Arctic or venturing close to the face of 
a glacier for a chance to witness it calving 
into the icy waters below, we’ll get you there 
safely, and in comfort. No stone will be left 
unturned to ensure you experience everything 
a destination has to offer.

DB

 Soar above, dive below 
Scenic has always sought to go beyond 
the horizon and with our helicopters^ and 
submarine^, there is no limit to where we 
can go. Fly low over dramatic crags and icy 
wonderlands, or explore the mysteries of the 
deep on an excursion into the wide blue sea. 
will be truly unforgettable.

http://comfort.no/


Call to speak to one of our experts: 0800 484 0310 1918

A selection of our most popular cruise itineraries – other itineraries and combinations are available

^All prices include economy flights from the UK are subject to availability.

EUROPE & THE 
MEDITERRANEAN 

Let Scenic Eclipse introduce you to the wonders of the spectacular 
Mediterranean, the Iberian Peninsula and the British Isles.  
— The cradle of culture and a region that has had an epic influence 
throughout history. This stunningly beautiful part of the world is yours to 
discover across a range of unique itineraries that have been handcrafted  
to showcase the very best destinations and experiences.

From £4,295^ per person

Departing 5 April 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

8

Barcelona

Cartagena

Palma de Mallorca

Gibraltar

Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife

Safi

Funchal
(Madeira) Casablanca

Morocco

Spain

301M

From £6,795^ per person

Departing 13 April 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Canakkale
Bozcaada 

Island
Naxos

Milos

Zakynthos
Messina

Barcelona

Athens

Monte Carlo

RomeCorsica

Pompeii

Turkey

Greece

Spain

France
Italy

14

401M

Discover Spain Portugal  
& Morocco

  9 Day Cruise       Tenerife > Barcelona

Great Civilisations 
Mediterranean Discovery

  15 Day Cruise       Barcelona > Athens

All-Inclusive highlights 
Return flights from the UK

   228-guest luxurious Discovery Yacht

  100% spacious Verandah Suites

  An exclusive Scenic Enrich experience  
on every cruise 

  Expert-led range of Scenic Freechoice shore 
excursions – up to 6 activities in each port

  Discovery Leaders on board every cruise 

  Active discovery experiences – Zodiac 
cruising, kayaking, snorkelling and e-bikes 

  Dock in unique locations and smaller ports 
that larger vessels can’t reach 

 Explore by night at your leisure in key ports

  All tipping and gratuities both on board and  
on shore

  Combine your cruise with a pre or  
post city stay, or escorted journey

Our luxury Mediterranean Scenic Eclipse 
cruises combine with a selection of city stays 
from only £975pp. Call us for details.

From £3,875^ per person

Departing 27 April 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

8

Fiskardo

KotorDubrovnik
Hvar

Venice

Split

Milos

Italy

Croatia

Greece

Montenegro

Athens

501M

From £6,345^ per person

Departing 12 May 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

13

Scilly Islands

La Coruña

BarcelonaPorto

Seville
Cartagena

Motril
Malaga

Spain

Portugal

Dingle

Dublin

Cobh
Dunmore East

Ireland

101E

Mediterranean Treasures

  9 Day Cruise       Athens > Venice

Jewels of Iberia and Ireland

  14 Day Cruise       Barcelona > Dublin

Barcelona



Call to speak to one of our experts: 0800 484 0310 2120

A selection of our most popular cruise itineraries – other itineraries and combinations are available

^All prices include economy flights from the UK are subject to availability.

THE  
AMERICAS

Balmy Caribbean waters, fairy tale cities and dreamscape fjords, there is no 
shortage of wonder to discover as you cruise across the Americas. 
— Fall in love with Cuba and the islands of the Caribbean, transit the 
mighty Panama Canal, explore the natural beauty of Colombia, the 
majestic fjords of Chile and the captivating Falklands. 

  Combine your cruise with a pre or  
post city stay, or escorted journey

Our luxury Americas Scenic Eclipse cruises 
combine with a selection of city stays from 
only £695pp and escorted journeys from only 
£4,145pp. Call us for details.

All-Inclusive highlights 
Return flights from the UK

   228-guest luxurious Discovery Yacht

  100% spacious Verandah Suites

  An exclusive Scenic Enrich experience  
on every cruise 

  Expert-led range of Scenic Freechoice shore 
excursions – up to 6 activities in each port

  Discovery Leaders on board every cruise 

  Active discovery experiences – Zodiac 
cruising, kayaking, snorkelling and e-bikes 

  Dock in unique locations and smaller ports 
that larger vessels can’t reach 

 Explore by night at your leisure in key ports

  All tipping and gratuities both on board and  
on shore

From £4,695^ per person

Departing 30 October 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

9
Giant Blue Hole

Bocas del Toro

San Blas
Islands

Providencia

Cartagena

Belize

Panama Colombia

Miami

Havana

USA

Cuba

1

D21C

From £8,195^ per person

Departing 30 October 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

16

Guayaquil

Utría National Park

Isla Gorgona

Darién National Park
Panama Canal

Fort Amador
Panama

Ecuador

Colombia

Cartagena

Giant Blue Hole

Bocas del Toro

San Blas
Islands

Providencia

Belize
Miami

Havana

USA

Cuba

1

D22C

Tastes of Cuba &  
the Caribbean

  12 Day Cruise       Miami > Cartagena

Ultimate Caribbean &  
Central American Treasures

  19 Day Cruise       Miami > Guayaquil

From £4,925^ per person

Departing 7 November 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Guayaquil

Utría National Park

Isla Gorgona

San Blas Islands

Darién National Park

Panama CanalFort Amador

Panama

Ecuador

Colombia

Cartagena

7

1

D31C

From £7,845^ per person

Departing 21 November 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Patagonian Fjords

Isla Magdalena

Valparaiso

Falkland
Islands

Chiloé

Argentina
Chile

Ushuaia
Stanley

Cape Horn

Saunders
Chilean Fjords/

English Narrows

13

Buenos
Aires

Santiago
1

1

D41S

Panama & Columbia Discovery

  11 Day Cruise       Cartagena > Guayaquil

Chilean Fjords & Falkland Islands

  18 Day Cruise       Santiago > Buenos Aires

Miami



Call to speak to one of our experts: 0800 484 0310 2322

A selection of our most popular cruise itineraries – other itineraries and combinations are available

^All prices include economy flights from the UK are subject to availability.

ANTARCTICA

Lands of pristine beauty, breathtaking wildlife and inestimable importance 
in an environmental and historical sense, travelling to the base of the globe is a 
long-held dream for most people. 
— Explore the final frontier that is Antarctica, go further in South Georgia, 
the Falklands and the Chilean Fjords and do it in all-inclusive luxury on 
board the World’s First Discovery Yacht.

  Combine your cruise with a pre or  
post city stay, or escorted journey

Our luxury Antarctica Scenic Eclipse cruises 
combine with a selection of city stays from 
only £825pp and escorted journeys from only 
£4,145pp. Call us for details.

All-Inclusive highlights 
Return flights from the UK

   200-guest luxurious Discovery Yacht

  100% spacious Verandah Suites

   Specialist Polar Discovery Team 

  Widest range of discovery excursions  
in the Polar regions

  Average of two discovery excursions per day# 

    Active discovery experiences – Zodiac 
cruising, kayaking and snowshoeing 

  Complimentary expedition kit including parka, 
beanie and boots 

  All tipping and gratuities both on board and  
on shore

#Excluding days at sea; subject to weather and ice conditions.

From £9,895^ per person

Departing 4 December 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Drake
 Passage

Port Lockroy

Deception Island / Whalers Bay

Elephant Island

Paradise Bay

South Shetland Islands

Antarctic Peninsula 
Antarctic Circle

Lemaire Channel

11

Argentina
Ushuaia

Buenos
Aires

11

D11S

From £16,695^ per person

Departing 28 February 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Drake
 Passage

Deception
Island

/ Whalers Bay South Shetland Islands

Elephant Island

Falkland Islands

South Georgia

Argentina

Antarctic Peninsula 

Ushuaia

Antarctic Circle

Buenos
Aires

11

20

D31S

Ultimate Antarctica

  16 Day Cruise      Buenos Aires > Buenos Aires 

Antarctica and South Georgia  
& Falkland Islands

  25 Day Cruise      Buenos Aires > Buenos Aires

From £16,775^ per person

Departing 21 November 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)
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Ushuaia

Buenos
AiresValparaiso

Chile

Elephant Island

1 1
Santiago

D12S

Ultimate Chilean Fjords  
& Antarctica

  29 Day Cruise       Santiago > Buenos Aires

Buenos Aires

Gentoo penguins



Call to speak to one of our experts: 0800 484 0310 2524

A selection of our most popular cruise itineraries – other itineraries and combinations are available

^All prices include economy flights from the UK are subject to availability.

THE ARCTIC & FJORDS

Journey to the top of the world in the ultimate comfort and luxury. The Norwegian Fjords 
and Arctic offer some of the most spectacular scenery in the world, a rich and vibrant 
cultural history plus a great reverence for the natural wonders and wildlife that abound. 
— A place that has inspired great poets, intrepid explorers and canny seafarers, perhaps 
after your first glimpse of a calving glacier you too might feel inspired to explore beyond 
the horizon.

  Combine your cruise with a pre or  
post city stay, or escorted journey

Our luxury Arctic Scenic Eclipse cruises 
combine with a selection of city stays from 
only £995pp and escorted journeys from only 
£3,095pp. Call us for details.

All-Inclusive highlights 
Return flights from the UK

   200-guest luxurious Discovery Yacht

  100% spacious Verandah Suites

   Specialist Polar Discovery Team 

  Widest range of discovery excursions  
in the Polar regions

  Average of two discovery excursions per day# 

    Active discovery experiences – Zodiac 
cruising, kayaking and snowshoeing 

     Expert-lead range of Scenic Freechoice shore 
excursions in the Fjords

  Complimentary expedition kit including parka, 
beanie and boots 

  All tipping and gratuities both on board and  
on shore

#Excluding days at sea; subject to weather and ice conditions.

From £8,595^ per person

Departing 4 June 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

12

Bergen

Sognefjorden

Ålesund
Trondheim

Geiranger Fjord

Brønnøysund

Lofoten Islands
Borg

Tromsø

Hammerfest

Norway

North Cape

Oslo

Svalbard

Longyearbyen

Bear
Island

101F

From £8,295^ per person

Departing 25 June 2019  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Svalbard Archipelago

Oslo

10

Longyearbyen

1
D11N

Norwegian Fjords

  13 Day Cruise       Bergen > Oslo

Ultimate Arctic

  12 Day Cruise       Oslo > Oslo

From £4,945^ per person

Departing 28 July 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

9

Scotland

Bergen

StornowaySt. Kilda

Portree
Loch Ewe

Hardanger Fjord

Norway

Shetland 
Islands

Orkney Islands

Reykjavik

Iceland

201F

From £5,575^ per person

Departing 6 August 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

9

Iceland

Reykjavik

Snaefellsnes 
Peninsula

Isafjordur
Akureyri

Westman 
Islands

Thorlakshofn

Husavik

Seydisfjordur

101I

Footsteps of the Vikings

  10 Day Cruise       Bergen > Reykjavik

Iceland Discovery

  10 Day Cruise       Reykjavik > Rekkjavik

Bergen
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REDISCOVERY 
CRUISES

Let Scenic Eclipse introduce you to 
the wonders of cruising. Rediscovery 
of time for relaxation and indulgence 
awaits. 
— Equipped with a plethora of indoor 
and outdoor spaces, an exceptional 
choice of 10 dining experiences, 
eight spacious lounges and bars, the 
indulgent Spa Sanctuary and four 
indoor and outdoor pools, Scenic 
Eclipse is the perfect choice for relaxing 
days at sea.

All-Inclusive highlights 
Return flights from the UK

   228-guest luxurious Discovery Yacht

   100% spacious Verandah Suites

   Unlimited complimentary beverages* 

   Your choice of 10 dining experiences

   Scenic Epicure culinary school program

   Daily entertainment program 

     Daily schedule of wellness activities

     Expert-led range of Scenic Freechoice shore 
excursions in Rio de Janeiro

     All tipping and gratuities both on board and  
on shore

From £3,945^ per person

Departing 22 September 2018,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.DA)

Barcelona

Spain

13

Gibraltar

Miami

USA

Bahamas

101R

Inaugural Transatlantic

  15 Day Cruise       Barcelona > Miami

From £4,895^ per person

Departing 20 March 2019,  
Verandah Suite (Cat.D)

Argentina

Buenos Aires

Brazil

Rio de Janeiro

14

Spain

Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife

1

D30R

South America to  
the Canary Islands

  17 Day Cruise       Buenos Aires > Tenerife

A selection of our most popular cruise itineraries 

*All drinks on board are included except for a very small number of rare, fine and vintage wines, champagnes and spirits.
^Price is based on current available price and subject to availability.

Other Destinations
Europe River Cruising
Southeast Asia River Cruising
Australia
New Zealand
Canada & Alaska
USA
South America

Terms and Conditions: All prices and upgrades are per person, twin share in GBP based on two guests sharing with flights departing London Heathrow, subject to 
availability. From prices indicate prices for the lowest cabin category with the same name – please call for prices on other cabin categories. Prices correct at the time 
of going to print (May 2017). The number of available Earlybird fares are strictly limited. For full terms and conditions please see pages 84 to 87 of the 2018/2019 Scenic 
Eclipse – World’s First Discovery Yacht brochure.

Scenic Tours Pty trading as Scenic. Registered: 05770868

Call to speak to one of 
our experts:
0800 484 0310

Product Rating

1400 reviews

ABTA No.Y6328

http://cat.da/

